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Abstract
This paper investigates the relationshipbetweenwind turbinemain-bearing loads and the charac-
teristics of the incidentwind field inwhich thewind turbine is operating. For a 2MWwind turbine
model, fully aero-elastic multibody simulations are performed in 3D turbulent wind fields across
the wind turbine’s operational envelope. Hub loads are extracted and then injected into simpli-
fied drivetrain models of three types of main-bearing configuration. The main bearing reaction
loads and load ratios from the simplifiedmodel are presented and analysed. Results indicate that
there is a strong link betweenwind field characteristics and the loading experienced by themain-
bearing(s), with the different bearing configurations displaying very different loading behaviours.
Main-bearing failure rates determined from operational data for two drivetrain configurations
are also presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rate of wind turbine main-bearing failures is high, with most not reaching their design lives of roughly 20 years, and in some cases failing in
less than six years 1. The reasons for this are multi-faceted and as yet not fully understood; a contributing factor undoubtedly being the fact that
conditions experienced by main-bearings inside a wind turbine drivetrain deviate significantly from the well understood and relatively constant
conditions present in conventional energy plant generators. It is in these latter and altogether more hospitable conditions where much of the cur-
rent main-bearing knowledge base has been developed and, when dealing with wind turbines, there is generally an implicit assumption that this
prior experience can be reapplied without much alteration. The relatively high proportions of main bearing failures seen in the field suggest that
these assumptions need to be revisited. This paper seeks to both challenge these assumptions and attempt to shed some light on the problem by
addressing the following question:
What range of load conditions are experienced by a wind turbine main-bearing across its operating envelope and to what extent can these load conditions be
linked to characteristics of the incident wind field?
Inroads to answering this question have been made 2,3 and the current paper pulls this previous work together, while extending the analysis per-
formed to date and including a third drivetrain configuration. Failure rates, based on operational data from over 2000 turbines, for turbines with
two of the analysedmain-bearing configurations are also given.

0Abbreviations: SMB, single main-bearing; DMB, double main-bearing; CPLS, common parameter load set; SE, shear exponent; TI, turbulence intensity.
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2 BACKGROUND
Relatively few studies exist in the literature which consider realistic main-bearing loading, load modeling, or which look at the underlying load
conditions which lead to the various damage modes seen in the field. Most wind turbine main-bearing research focuses on the detection of a fault
after it has occurred 4, however, in this example the analysis does not consider realistic load conditions, but rather contact stresseswith andwithout
a fault present. The analysis 4 is also based on theory developed for generic low-speed shaft bearings 5, rather than being specific to wind turbines.
Another study 6 considers main-bearing fault detection by looking to detect increased axial vibration amplitudes on the LSS which are assumed
to result from reduced bearing axial stiffness caused by damage to the bearing. A recent field study 7, also concerned with fault detection, applied
artificial neural networks to SCADAdata in order to detectmain bearing faults. A ‘normal behaviourmodel’ isfirst constructedusing healthy turbine
data,with futuredeviations from thepredictedbehaviour indicating apossible fault. The variables used tobuild themodel are: bearing temperature,
ambient temperature, power and rotational speed. Results of thiswork seempromisingwithwarnings generatedbetween10and3.5monthsbefore
observed failures and alarms activated between 2.5 months and 3 days before failures. Main-bearing reliability has also been considered from a
data-driven perspective 9 in order to inform inspection andmaintenance decisions.
A dynamic lubrication control system has been proposed 8 which could theoretically supply the correct quantity of lubricant, in real-time, to the

main-bearing in order to keep the lubricating film thickness at its optimal value for the current main-bearing loading. However, in the formulation
of this method, the main-bearing loads are linked to the power output of the wind turbine according to the design loading at a given wind speed.
Thismethod therefore implicitly assumes a uniformwind speed across the rotor and ignores the effects of both shear and turbulence. The results of
the current paper demonstrate that themain-bearing loads are sensitive to both turbulence andwind shear and so indicate that while the essential
philosophy is sound, a more detailed consideration of main bearing operational loads will be required for their method to be practical in the field.
An NREL study 1 considers realistic main-bearing loading using SIMPACK multibody simulation software in order to optimise main-bearing

design. This uses 11 hub load time-histories to represent loading across the wind turbine’s operational envelope, the current paper will consider
more loading conditions with 24 types of wind field and 6 generated of each type, resulting in a total of 144 loading time histories. In the current
paper, these large numbers of loading conditions are possible due to the simplified drivetrain models developed here, with the low number of load
cases in theNREL study likely due to higher computational times for themore complex SIMPACKmodel. For the case of a direct-drive floatingwind
turbine, a multibody model of the main-bearing has been defined 10 which can analyse tapered roller loads and the effects of shaft misalignment.
The model is general enough that it should be possible to alter it for geared and/or non-floating turbine cases in the future. The work itself doesn’t
consider dynamic operational loading but instead applies the rotorweight to the shaft and increases axial forces linearly as a proxy forwind loading
across the rotor. The results are shown to agree well with a reference model and hence the presented models show good potential for an analysis
tool under dynamic input loads. However, the complexity of model will limit the number of load time-history analyses which could be performed in
reasonable time.
Apart from the works mentioned here there is really very little else in the wind turbine main-bearing literature, with most other information

existing in industry white papers 11. This is worrying considering the fact that main-bearing replacement costs can be as high as that of gearboxes 9
(an area which receives a great deal more attention, as will be outlined below); as wind turbine assets grow in size these costs are also likely to
rise due to the need for the entire rotor to be supported during main-bearing replacement. Apart from the costs of the repairs themselves, main-
bearing failures will also result in lost revenue, from a non-producing turbine, until repairs are completed. As mentioned above, it is notable that
most research efforts to date which consider the main-bearing are focused on fault diagnosis and prognosis, with the areas of failure root-cause,
realistic load modelling and design and operational implications conspicuously absent. Wind turbine gearboxes on the other hand have received
considerable attention in termsof loads, loadmodeling and the relationship todamagemodes. For example there arepapers dealing specificallywith
gearbox bearing loads in relation to bearing slippage, load measurements, wind shear effects on planetary bearing loads and contact load fatigue
for planetary bearings 12,13,14,15. The papersmentioned here are just some examples fromwhat is easily described as a vast literature on the subject.
It would therefore seem that there is a considerable knowledge gap when it comes to wind turbine main-bearing science. In response to this, the
current paper is looking to bothmotivate and initiate the filling of this knowledge gap.

3 FAILUREDATAANALYSIS
Along with the relatively small number of studies performed to date which focus on wind turbine main-bearings, there is a corresponding lack of
datadetailingmain-bearing failure rates, both at ahigh level andalsowith respect to specificbearing configurations. In order tomotivate the current
study, and also to allow formain-bearing issues to behighlightedmore generally,Onyx InSight havemade failure rates available to thiswork for both
single and double main-bearing drivetrain configurations. In order to provide a reasonable comparison, two turbines were selected which are both
rated in the range of 1.5-2.5MW.One has a singlemain-bearing (SMB) drivetrainwhile the other has a doublemain-bearing (DMB). The operational
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FIGURE 1 Turbine designed power and thrust curve against wind speed.
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FIGURE 2Main-bearing schematic for single and double bearing configurations. The reference frame is also given.

data used for this analysis includes over 1000 turbines of each type. Based on this datamain-bearing failure rates, presented as 20 year (i.e. lifetime)
failure rates, were found to be roughly 30% for the SMB turbines and 15% for the DMB turbines. And hence, in this case, the SMB turbines have
been found to fail with around twice the frequency of the DMB turbines. One must avoid extrapolating too far with this data however, due to the
fact that there will be contextual factors (such as control and operating environments) other than the main-bearing configuration which might be
driving these failure rates.With respect to the current work the conclusions drawn from these figures are:

1. Main-bearing failure rates are higher thanmight be expected
2. Different main-bearing configurationsmight lead to significantly different failure rates.

With respect to fatigue loading, wind turbine main bearings should be lasting well over 20 years 16. This, combined with the observation that
main-bearing operating conditions in wind turbines are very different from those under which the rolling element knowledge base has historically
developed, implies that it may well be other forms of damage, and not fatigue mechanisms, which are the main drivers of main-bearing life. These
other damage mechanisms generally take the form of wear and tear, due to operating outside of design limits, with the most prevalent forms of
roller bearing damage coming from:

1. Bearingmisalignment due to overly high loading, resulting in physical damage (grooves, pits and cracks) andwear particles being introduced
to the lubricant 17,18

2. High axial to radial load ratios leading to bearing unseating, skewing and sliding 1,11; this leads to damagemodes related to abrasion andwear
micro-pitting from raceway-roller interactions 19.
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FIGURE 3Main-bearingmodels for each pair of in-plane force-moment pairs. Note that G is the gearboxweight in the vertical plane and zero in the
horizontal plane.

This work therefore focuses on bearing loading characteristics which can contribute to the wear mechanisms outlined above. The load types con-
sidered are thereforemean loading, peak loading and axial-to-radial load ratios. Note that while classical fatigue approaches to rolling element
lifetime are dependent on numbers of cycles, and hence evaluated in the frequency domain, themechanism under investigation in the current work
can initiate damage in a single or small number of load events. Therefore, rather than a frequency domain analysis we instead consider the expected
values of selected load types across multiple simulations at given operating points and wind conditions, with a higher expected value of load type
assumed to indicate a higher risk of damage for the given conditions.
Given the large disparity in lifetime failure rates for SMBandDMBdrivetrains reported above, thiswork also looks to compare loading results for

these twodrivetrain types in order to determine if any insight can be gleanedwith respect to the reportedfigures.While the currentwork considers
possible differences in loading and related implications concerning failure rates for DMB and SMB configurations, there are other dimensions to
bearing design and selection, such as cost and ease of servicing or replacement, which are factored inwhen design decisions aremade. For example,
a study relating drivetrain configuration to capital cost 20 found that a SMB configuration can result in a reduction in turbine capital cost of up to
3.5% compared to the DMB setup. Therefore, while hopefully illuminating in terms of understanding differing failure rates in the reported figures,
the load analysis considered here should not be deemed conclusive in terms of overall optimum bearing selection.

4 DRIVETRAINMODELS
Finite element analysis (FEA) is often used to determine loading in drivetrain components. However, FEA techniques are computationally expensive
and time consuming. The current work is looking to analyse loading across a large number of wind field conditions in order to try and determine
global trends in main-bearing loads. Simpler models have therefore been developed which are suitable for analysing large numbers of loading time
histories, while also having the added benefit ofmaking the separation of cause and effect in resultsmore straightforward. The parameters of these
simple models were tuned using Romax FEA software in order to make them as realistic as possible. In the current paper both single main-bearing
(SMB) and double main-bearing (DMB) configurations are considered, schematics of these two drivetrain types are shown in Figure 2 along with
the reference frame used. In the SMB setup it is the single bearing present which reacts axial loads; in the DMB setup however, the axial loads can
either be reacted by the forward or rear bearing. All of these configuration have been used for commercially availablewind turbines and so all three
setups are considered here. The damage modes discussed in Section 3 are all strongly dependent on out-of-plane and thrust reaction loads at the
MB and so these forces will be focused on in the current work. Rotational frictional forces between bearing rolling elements and raceway (along
with those stemming from gearbox interactions) are neglected in the current models, with shaft torques assumed to transfer through the bearing
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without loss. Frictional forces and shaft torque (alongwith subsequent reactions at the gearbox) should certainly play a role inMB health, however,
their influence should not significantly impact the out-of-plane bearing reaction forces and hence for the current work this simplification seems
valid for the load types under investigation. As outlined below, the out-of-plane gearbox reactions are included in the current models as equivalent
spring stiffness’s.
Three dimensional hub loads (including both forces andmoments) entering the drivetrain are decomposed into orthogonal components. In-plane

pairs of forces andmoments are then injected into drivetrainmodels of the form shown in Figure 3 and bearing reactions determined (equations for
these reactions are derived in the following sections) for the vertical and horizontal planes separately, assuming independence of orthogonal force
andmoment directions. The shaft lengthsL1,L3 andL4 are thoseof a commercially availablewind turbineof a similar power rating. The shaft lengths
L2 and L5 are equivalent torque-arm lengthswhich, alongwith the spring stiffnesses, were tuned using Romax FEA such that, from the point of view
of the main-bearing, they provide the same support reactions as would the remaining drivetrain components which lie beyond the main-bearing
itself, including the gearbox trunnion supports. The forceG is the gearboxweight in the vertical plane and zero in the horizontal plane. Forces along
a given axis, i say, will be denoted byBi for input forces and Fi for bearing reaction forces and, similarly, moments will be denoted byMi. Therefore,
the bearing reaction forceFz is determined from the in-plane pairB = Bz andM = −MywithG equal to the gearboxweight.Fy is determined from
B = By andM = Mz with G=0. Having determined reaction forces in the y and z axes the resultant radial main-bearing reaction force is then of
magnitude,

FR =
√

(Fy)2 + (Fz)2. (1)
All axial loads are assumed to be reacted by the axially fixed bearing in eachmodel and so Fx = −Bx in each case (not shown in diagrams). Note that
this study considersmainbearing equilibrium loads in aquasi-static sense and for theDMBmodels a simplifying assumptionof negligible deflections
at the gearbox and bearings is applied, as such, the spring stiffness values are not specifically required for the current analysis. However, these same
modelswill be used in futureworkwhere these values are required, and so full details are included here for the sake of completeness and continuity.

4.1 SingleMain-BearingModel
For the case of a SMB the equation system is statically determinate for each in-plane force-moment pair and hence reaction forces can be solved
for easily. This setup corresponds to the topmodel in Figure 3. Balancingmoments about the gearbox gives,

M + (L1 + L2)B − L2F = 0, (2)

therefore, this can be rearranged in order to give the bearing reaction force, F, as,

F =
M + (L1 + L2)B

L2
. (3)

4.2 DoubleMain-BearingModels
TheDMBmodels are both statically indeterminate and so amore sophisticated analysis becomesnecessary. TheDMBmodels are the bottom two in
Figure 3. Forces andmoments can be balanced in order to generate two equations, however for theDMBmodels there are three unknowns (e.g. Fa,
Fb and the gearbox reaction force inDMB-1). In order to generate a third equation, thusmaking a solvable system, themethod of double integration
is used (see for example Chapters 7 and 8 in 21). Since the twoDMBmodels have identical solutionmethods, here only DMB-1 is considered for the
sake of brevity. For DMB-1we therefore arrive at the following system of three equations with three unknowns;

−Fa − F b − F g +G+B = 0 (4)

−L3F
b − (L2 + L3)F

g + (L1 + L2 + L3)B +M = 0 (5)

−
Fa

6
(L2 + L3)

3 +
G

6
(L2 + L3)

3 −
F b

6
L3
2 +

Fa

6
L2
3(L2 + L3)−

G

6
L2
3(L2 + L3) = 0 (6)

Where Equations 4 and5 result from force andmoment balancing respectively, and Equation 6 results fromdouble integration of the beam’s deflec-
tion curve differential equation, under the assumption of zero deflection at the gearbox and each of the twomain-bearings.Fg denotes the reaction
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TABLE 1Data for wind turbinemodel used for aero-elastic simulations.

Rated power 2MW
Rotor diameter 80m
Blade number 3
Hub height 61.5m
Aerodynamic control Pitch
Fixed/Variable speed Variable
Controller PI
PI, proportional integrator.

force at the gearbox, not shown in the diagram for the sake of simplicity. The system of equations generated can then be solved as follows: letting,
θ1 = −

1

6
(L2 + L3)(L

2
2 + 2L2L3) (7)

θ2 = −
L32
6

(8)
θ3 =

G

6
(L2 + L3)(L

2
2 + 2L2L3), (9)

and,
ψ1 = −L3 (10)
ψ2 = −(L2 + L3) (11)
ψ3 = (L1 + L2 + L3)B+M, (12)

the following expressions solve the system of Equations 4-6 for the reaction forces;

F b = −
G+B + θ3

θ1
+ ψ3
ψ2

θ2
θ1

+ ψ1
ψ2

− 1
(13)

Fa = −
θ2F b + θ3

θ1
(14)

F g = −
ψ1F b + ψ3

ψ2
. (15)

5 SIMULATION
Fully aero-elastic multi-body simulations of a 2MWwind turbine were performed in DNV-GL Bladed software. This modelling software combines
Blade Element Momentum theory, aero-elastics and multibody dynamics and includes all inertial and gravitational loads. The 3D turbulent wind
fields were generated in Bladed and in compliance with IEC standards 22 using a Kaimal spectrum. Relevant background and theory to generating
thesewind fields is discussed in 23. Briefly: second orderwind field statistics are captured in frequency space by a spectral tensor function, a function
of wavenumber whose values characterise the energy and structure in thewind field. For a given spectral tensormodel (the Kaimal spectrum being
one) velocity components are determined by summing a set of coefficients, determined for that windmodel, multiplied by randomising noise terms.
Using different initial random number seeds it is possible to generate multiple (different) wind fields which share the same second order statistics
both temporally and spatially.
In the current paper, wind fields are characterised by three parameters: hub-height mean wind speed, turbulence intensity and power law shear

exponent. In order to give statistical significance to the results presented here, 6 (the minimum number required by IEC standards 22 for design
certification) different 3D turbulent wind fields were generated for each possible combination of the following: mean wind speeds (10, 12, 16, 20
m/s), turbulence intensities (TI) (low, med and high as specified by the IEC 22) and power law shear exponents (0.2, 0.6); a total of 144wind fields.
The turbine was simulated in each of the generated wind fields and the hub loading, which includes gravitational and inertial forces, was

extracted. Each of these simulations result in 10 minutes of hub loading time history. Note that for the sake of clarity, the sets of 6 loading time
histories in wind fields with the same parameters will be referred to as Common Parameter Load Sets (CPLS).
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6 RESULTS
6.1 Mean Loading
Mean loading was analysed across the various wind conditions and for each of the drivetrain models. For the 6 time histories in each CPLS, for a
given reaction load, the mean load was determined for each of the six. These six mean loads were then averaged and these average values, along
with standard deviations, are presented in Figures 4-7. This approachwas taken in order to show consistency of the givenmean loading in each type
of wind field.
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FIGURE 4Mean axial loading and standard deviations across each
CPLS for the axial-reacting bearing in each of the three models.
Results are staggered about each wind-speed for clarity.
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FIGURE 5 Mean radial loading and standard deviations across
each CPLS in SMBmodel. Results are staggered about each wind-
speed for clarity.

Figure 4 shows themean loading result for axial loads Fx, which are the same for the axial loads on the axial reacting bearing in all three models.
The axial loading can be seen to drop off rapidly at above ratedwind-speeds. FromFigure 1 it is clear that this is due to the turbine’s operating strat-
egy shedding both power and loads at higher wind speeds. In Figure 4 it is also clear that mean loading in given wind conditions is very consistent,
as indicated by small standard deviations. Finally, it is of note that in above rated wind speeds the higher axial loads are seen for the lower shear
exponent. This is due to the fact that for a power law shear profile, and for the current turbine size, an increase in shear exponent from 0.2 to 0.6,
results in a decrease in themeanwind speed across the rotor. This has previously been shown to be the case in the context of tower loading 23.
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FIGURE 6 Mean radial loading and standard deviations across
each CPLS in DMB-1 model. Results are staggered about each
wind-speed for clarity.
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Figure 5 shows the bearingmean radial loading results for the SMBmodel. Aswith the axial loads, the low shear exponent results in higher radial
loading. This particular load has a high sensitivity to shear exponent, with TI also having an impact. For a given shear exponent and TI the mean
radial main-bearing loading remains similar across the range of wind speeds. The mean loads within CPLS can also be seen to be fairly consistent,
with small standard deviations in each.
Figures6and7 then showmean radial loading acrossCPLS forbearingsband c respectively (equivalent to that of bearingsdanda respectively). It

is immediately clear that for theDMBcase, themean radial load behaviour is different. For bearing b (equivalently d) it is high shearwhich produces
the largest mean radial loading, and the disparity between the loading for the two exponents increases with wind speed. A small sensitivity to TI is
also present. These loads are also fairly consistent within each CPLS. For bearing c (equivalently a) the loading trends are more complicated again;
as can be seen in Figure 7 the effect of wind shear is reversed in the higher two wind speeds as compare to the lower two. While shear exponent
remains an important sensitivity factor, its effect here is less pronounced thanwas seen for bearing b (equivalently d) in Figure 6.
In terms of load magnitudes the results in Figures 5-7 show that mean radial loads are significantly larger for the DMB drivetrain models com-

pared to SMB. Bearing b (equivalently d) sees the overall highest mean radial loads. These increased radial loads for DMBs make sense intuitively
sincewhen comparing theDMBand SMBmodels it is clear that, in eitherDMB setup, the bearings are reactingmoments along shorter torque arms
and hence the associated loadsmust be higher.

6.2 Peak Loading
Peak loading was analysed across the various wind conditions and for each of the drivetrain models. For the 6 time histories in each CPLS, for a
given reaction load, the peak loadwas determined for each of the six. These six peak loadswere then averaged and these average values, alongwith
standard deviations, are presented in Figures 8-11. As with mean loading, this approach was taken in order to show consistency of the given peak
loads in each type of wind field.
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FIGURE8Mean-peak axial loading and standarddeviations across
each CPLS for all three models. Results are staggered about each
meanwind-speed for clarity.
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FIGURE 9 Mean-peak radial loading and standard deviations
across eachCPLS in SMBmodel. Results are staggered about each
wind-speed for clarity.

Figure 8 shows the peak loading results for axial loads Fx, which are the same for the axial loads on the axial reacting bearing in all threemodels.
As with mean axial loading, the peak loads can be seen to drop off at higher wind speeds. However, the other trends here are somewhat different;
when considering peak axial loading Figure 8 shows TI to be the highest sensitivity factor, as opposed to SE (which was the more important factor
when considering mean axial loads). Furthermore, the peak axial loads within each CPLS vary by a significant amount, as indicated by the large
standard deviations in higher wind speeds.
Figure 9 shows the bearing peak radial loading for the SMB model. These peak loads generally increase in size and variability (standard devia-

tions) as the wind speed increases. As with mean loading, the largest values seen here are from the low shear exponent. These peak load values are
most sensitive to the SE, but there is also a significant effect coming from changes in TI.
Figures 10 and 11 then show peak radial loading across CPLS for bearings b and c respectively (equivalently d and a respectively). The results

here qualitativelymatch those seen formean loading on these bearings, with peak loads increasingwithwind speed and shear exponent for bearing
b (equivalently d) in Figure 10, and the change in loading behaviour with respect to shear exponent (mentioned previously) again apparent in the
peak loads of bearing c (equivalently a).
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FIGURE 10 Mean-peak radial loading and standard deviations
across each CPLS in DMB-1 model. Results are staggered about
each wind-speed for clarity.
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FIGURE 11 Mean-peak radial loading and standard deviations
across each CPLS in DMB-2 model. Results are staggered about
each wind-speed for clarity.

Unsurprisingly, based on mean loading results, the peak radial loads for the DMB models are significantly higher than those seen for the SMB
model.

6.3 Load Ratios
Apart from the loads themselves, certain combinations of loads have been found to have implications for bearing health. The most important of
these, and the one considered in the current paper, is the axial-to-radial load ratio Fx/FR.

FIGURE 12 Histograms of load ratios for
SMB model in 10 m/s mean wind speed and
medium TI.

FIGURE 13 Histograms of load ratios for
DMB-1 model in 10 m/s mean wind speed
andmedium TI.

FIGURE 14 Histograms of load ratios for
DMB-2 model in 10 m/s mean wind speed
andmedium TI.

An analysis of this load ratio is meaningful for the axial load reacting bearings (b and c in DMB-1 andDMB-2 respectively), the non-axial reacting
bearings have a theoretically constant axial to radial load ratio of zero. Figures 12-14 shows histograms of the load ratios across all CPLS with
mean wind speeds of 10m/s andmedium TI for the three main-bearing models. The load distributions can be seen to appearWeibull in nature. The
distributions of load ratios have the sameWeibull type shape across all wind speeds and TIs and so in order to make comparisons we will present
themean load ratios from simulation in each set of wind field parameters.
Figure 15 shows the mean load ratios for the SMB model. Two features stand out in this figure. First, it is clear that the SE is the single most

important factor in determining the mean load ratio for the SMB reaction forces. Second is that there is noticeably different load ratio behaviour
between regionswhere pitch control is active and regionswhere it is not, with the transition between these two regimes captured by the high shear
and high turbulence intensity pointwith 12m/smeanwind speed.Generally, themean load ratios experienced by themain-bearing are not sensitive
to TI, except in the pitch active regions (16 and 20m/s) andwith a high SE. Finally, for high wind speeds the highest (and potentially most damaging)
load ratios occur in high shear and low turbulence intensity conditions.
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FIGURE 15Mean load ratios across the spectrum of wind conditions for SMBmodel. Results are staggered about each wind-speed for clarity.
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FIGURE 16Mean load ratios across the spectrum of wind condi-
tions for DMB-1 model. Results are staggered about each wind-
speed for clarity.
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FIGURE 17Mean load ratios across the spectrum of wind condi-
tions for DMB-2 model. Results are staggered about each wind-
speed for clarity.

Figures 16 and17 then show themean load ratios for theDMBmodels. It is clear that the load-ratio behaviours for bothDMB-1 andDMB-2have
changed significantly as compared to the SMB setup. In DMB-1, the maximummean load-ratios seen by bearing b are much lower than those seen
by the SMB bearing, however, there are wind conditions in which the load-ratios for bearing b are larger than those seen by its SMB counterpart.
The trend seen by the SMB when moving from low to high shear is reversed in DMB-1 case, with low shear producing the largest load ratios. It is
in the low shear case also in which the mean load-ratios on bearing b are most sensitive to turbulence intensity at each simulated wind speed. This
sensitivity disappears in high shear where mean load-ratios are more tightly clustered. Across all wind speeds, the most damaging conditions, in
terms of load ratios for DMB-1, is the combination on low SE and low TI.
In DMB-2 (Figure 17), the load ratios are again generally lower than in the SMB case. The DMB-2 load ratios on bearing c are generally higher

than those seen by bearing b in DMB-1. Here there is also present the switching in terms of SE which was seen previously in the mean and peak
radial loads for the current model. Note that in the current results the load ratios which are most sensitive to TI are whichever are highest with
respect to SE. This is high SE conditions at lower wind speeds and low SE at higher wind speeds.
The generally lower load-ratios seen in the case of DMB configurations can be explained in terms of the generally higher radial loads seen by

these drive-train configurations, as shown in the mean and peak loading results. Since the axial loading remains unchanged, increased radial loads
will decrease the load-ratios.

7 DISCUSSION
The results presented here demonstrate the enormously variable nature of main-bearing loads for each of the three drivetrain models. The con-
sidered loads were all shown to be highly sensitive to wind field parameters and this challenges the assumption ( e.g. made in some works 8) that
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main-bearing loads can be linked to power, and hencewind-speed, alone. Generally the SMBwas shown to be themost sensitive to changes inwind-
field parameters, however the radial loads on both of theDMBmodels were found to be significantly larger than for the SMB in terms of bothmean
and peak loading. Assuming load ratios to be an important factor in main-bearing damage and health, from the results here there is no clear opti-
mal configuration across all threemodels andwind conditions.While the SMBmodel definitely see the highest load ratios overall, there are specific
wind conditionswhere theDMB load ratios are higher, for example in low shear and atmeanwind speeds of 10 and 12m/s theDMB-1 axial reacting
bearing can be seen to exhibit higher mean load ratios than its SMB counterpart. This suggests that choosing an optimal drivetrain configuration to
minimise axial-to-radial load ratios may depend on the site specific conditions of a proposedwind farm.
In terms of the question posed at the beginning of this paper, the results presented in the previous section clearly demonstrate that a large

range of different load conditions are experienced by main-bearings across the turbine’s operational envelope; furthermore, there were shown
to be strong links between main-bearing loads and the characteristics of the incident wind-field. Importantly, these results highlight the need for
further research into wind turbine main-bearing operational loading in order to allow for better design decisions. A more thorough understanding
of loadingmight also inform newO&M techniques for main-bearings.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the lack of research, performed to-date, focusing on wind turbine main-bearings was highlighted and compared to the large literature
which considers gearbox bearings in wind turbines. Inroads to filling this knowledge gap were made by studying three simplified drivetrain models
and the resultantmain-bearing loadswhen realistic hub loadswere injected; these bearing loadswere then related to incidentwind field character-
istics, with a goal of understanding the range of load conditions experienced by wind turbine main-bearings and links to wind field characteristics.
The input hub loads were generated using Bladed software which performs fully aero-elastic simulations in 3D turbulent wind fields. Mean and
peak loads in the axial and radial planes were analysed along with the axial to radial load-ratios. Loading results demonstrate that a wide range of
load conditions are present across different operating points and that main-bearing loading is strongly linked to the characteristics of the incident
wind field. In more detail, the following results were obtained which address the question posed at the beginning of this paper, both in general and
with respect to the investigatedmain-bearing types:
Axial loads for the fixed bearing in each model were found to be most sensitive to mean wind speed. This is due to the wind speed dictating how

much thrust is present on the rotor and when pitching is activated in order to shed loads. Peak axial load results showed increasing variance and
sensitivity to shear and turbulence asmeanwind speed increases.Mean radial loads for the SMBmodel were found to bemost sensitive to changes
in the shear exponent values usedhere,with changes inwind speedand turbulence resulting in comparable changes tomean radial loads. In the SMB
case the higher value of shear resulted in lowermean (and peak) radial loads, indicating that shear effects can ‘lift’ the rotor from themain-bearing’s
points of view, acting contrary to gravitational forces. As with axial loads the SMB peak radial loads were found to have variances and sensitivities
to shear and turbulencewhich increasewithmeanwind speed. For theDMBcases the radial load behaviours are very different. BothDMBbearings
see significantly higher radial loads compared to the SMBmodel. For the front DMB bearing, high shear produces the highest radial loads in terms
of both mean and peak values and the disparity between loads as a results of an increase in shear exponent becomes larger as mean wind speeds
increase. The rear DMB bearing on the other hand has a ‘switching point’ present whereby the value of shear which results in higher mean and
peak radial loads changes at an intermediate wind speed value. This case also displays amuch reduced sensitivity to values of shear exponent when
compared to the front DMB bearing. For both front and rear DMB bearings, increases in turbulence levels can be seen to result in higher mean and
peak radial loads.
Load ratio results were also investigated. It was found that the SMB drivetrain load-ratios were the most sensitive to wind field characteristics,

while also seeing the highest (and potentially most damaging) values. The DMB configurations on the other hand had lower sensitivities and values
in terms of load-ratios, likely due to their considerably increased radial loads. For the SMB case the highest load ratios were found to occur for
the larger value of shear exponent. For DMB-1 this situation was found to be reversed, and for DMB-2 there is again a ‘switching point’ where the
value of shear exponent resulting in the highest load ratios changes at an intermediatewind speed value. Generally, but not universally, increases in
turbulence intensity can be seen to decrease load ratios for each of the threemodels.
20 year failure rates determined from operational data were also presented which showed roughly double the frequency of failures for a SMB

design as compared to a DMB design. With respect to the load modelling results, a driver for these figures could be the higher load-ratios seen by
the SMBmodel. However, it is important to note thatwhile the SMBmodel sawhigher load ratios, thiswas driven by higher radial loads experienced
by the DMB models. Hence, for this conclusion to hold it would be necessary for load ratios, as opposed to individual load magnitudes, to be the
main driver ofmain-bearing damage. The relative importance of these two factors tomain-bearing health should therefore be considered as part of
future work in this area.
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Overall, this work has demonstrated a high variability in main-bearing loads across a wind turbine’s operational envelope, and a strong link to
incidentwindfield characteristics. Loadcharacteristicswerealso found todiffer significantly fordifferentmain-bearing types. These results indicate
further work is necessary in order to better understand these relationships, while also suggesting that optimal drivetrain main-bearing design may
require information about wind field conditions at a proposedwind farm site.
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